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Abstract
Finding the source of unvoiced speech sounds has been prevalently done by
utilizing the radiated sound. The radiated sound would then be inverse filtered to obtain
the source spectra. Aeroacoustic theory states that the source is the axial force on an
obstacle, and for unvoiced speech sound production, the obstacle is the primary source.
This study sought to obtain the source spectrum of unvoiced speech sound by
using force measurements a method up until this point, which has not been used for
studying unvoiced speech sound. The unvoiced speech sound is produced by a simple
model of the human airway. The model is comprised of a constriction that forms a
turbulent air jet and a rigid plate obstacle, downstream of the constriction, on which the
jet impacts. The source spectrum was obtained by directly measuring the axial force of
the obstacle resulting from the jet impaction. To measure the axial force, a force transfer
system was designed and manufactured. Parametric studies of varying the jet velocity
and path were utilized to generate the source spectra that were analyzed and compared to
the results of Leonard (2010).
Keywords: Aeroacoustic Source, Force Transfer System, Fricative, Unvoiced Speech
Sound Production
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Speech is the production of varying sounds by air exiting the lungs, over vocal
cords, and through the mouth, that form one of the most effective ways for humans to
communicate. It has provided the human race with the ability to quickly and efficiently
transfer information between one another. As a key facet of human communication,
speech is an important topic to study. There has been research in topics pertaining to the
physics of speech and how speech sounds are perceived (psychoacoustics). Such effort is
useful to rehabilitate persons with speech and hearing disorders so that they can regain
this form of communication.
Human speech is formed in two different areas of the body. The first and most
well known are the vocal cords. The second is through the articulators in the mouth. The
vocal cords produce the familiar tonal noises and are responsible for the phonation of the
vowel sounds. The articulators are responsible for the unvoiced portion of speech that
are sounds, which are weak, broadband in nature and are primarily used to voice the
consonant sounds.
There are several different categories of phonetics, one of which is known as
fricative sounds. These sounds are generated in the pronunciation of words such as
‘ship’ and ‘so’ which have the ‘sh’ and ‘s’ consonant sounds. Fricative sounds are
produced by an interaction between a turbulent jet and a rigid surface. The articulators
are positioned to form a constriction, which promotes the formation of the turbulent jet of
air. The jet then interacts with the rigid surfaces of the teeth as the air leaves the mouth
imparting an unsteady axial force on the teeth, which is the source of sound. In Figure
1.1, a schlieren image shows this phenomena as the air is forced past the teeth to exit the
mouth during the production of the speech sound ‘s’. This thesis will report on a study
that focuses on simulating the fricative sound source production through the interaction
of an air jet’s impaction on a rigid obstacle.
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Figure 1.1: A schlieren image showing a turbulent stream passing the teeth and exiting the
mouth during the production of an [s] speech sound

1.2. Aeroacoustic Theory
Aeroacoustic theory explains noise generation from turbulent fluid motion
interacting with surfaces. Aeroacoustic theory is applicable and important to the study
of unvoiced speech sound production, as unvoiced speech production is noise resulting
from an interaction between a turbulent jet of air and the articulators. Stevens (1971) was
one of the first to apply aeroacoustic theory to the speech sound production. This work
demonstrated that geometry in the source region affects the production of unvoiced
sound. Also discovered in this effort was that if any obstacles were downstream in the
flow, that these obstacle geometries would greatly change the source from a previous
unobstructed flow. It was proposed that the source from these obstacles was produced
from an unsteady axial force that was imparted by the jet.
Shadle (1985) utilized these findings in experiments to confirm the proposed idea
that the source was the axial force on the obstacle. These experiments had both testing
with and without obstacles in the flow stream. The source of these experiments was
determined by inverse filtering of the radiated sound measurements.
2

Krane (2005) used the theory of vortex sound of Howe (1975) and applied it to
the production of unvoiced speech sounds. These studies determined that the source or
the axial force on the obstacle depended on four criteria: path of the jet, wall shape, speed
of the jet, and the vorticity structure the jet.
Leonard (2010) built upon Krane’s work and measured the source while varying
the four criteria. The measurements were able to show that while the geometry of the
source region remains constant, the source spectra can change due to modifications of the
jet. The primary motivation of this study is the extension of this outcome.

1.3. Methods to Obtain the Source
In unvoiced speech sound production, the majority of the sound production comes
from the interaction of a jet with an obstacle. The source at the obstacle is the axial force
imparted to it by the jet. One method to obtain the source is to inverse filter radiated
sound using an acoustic transfer function describing the propagation path between the
source and the receiver. This method was used by Shadle (1985) and Leonard (2010) in
their experiments. In this method, the radiated sound was measured outside from the
vocal duct. To obtain the source the measured sound needed to be inverse filtered over
the paths to obtain the source.
Another method to obtain the source is to directly measure the force that is being
imparted to the obstacle. As stated above, aeroacoustic theory shows that the axial force
on the obstacle is the aeroacoustic source. None of the previous researchers used force
measurements to obtain the source, although Leonard (2009) did attempt it.
Heller and Widnall (1970) utilized a spoiler in flow to successfully conduct force
measurements. For the test apparatus, a rectangular spoiler spanned the duct. Each end
of the spoiler was attached to two force transducers offset by 90 degrees. This study
conclusively showed the correlation between the axial force and the sound field it
produced. However, the geometry of this experiment did not simulate the geometry of
the production of unvoiced speech sounds.
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1.4. Thesis Problem
The goal of this study is to design, build, and test a force measurement system
that will directly measure the force imparted to the obstacle in the model used by
Leonard (2010). Force spectra measured by this system will be compared to the source
spectra measured by Leonard (2010) that were obtained by inverse-filtering radiated
sound measurements.
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2. Methods
2.1. Overview
The goal of the study is to obtain the source spectrum of unvoiced speech sound
by using force measurements. A simple model of the human airway produces the
unvoiced speech sound in these experiments. The duct shaped model contains a
constriction that forms a turbulent jet, which interacts with a downstream rigid plate
obstacle. The source spectrum is to be obtained by directly measuring the axial force of
the obstacle. To measure the axial force, a force transfer system will be designed and
constructed. The source spectra will be obtained for varying jet speeds and paths. These
results will be compared to the spectra obtained by Leonard (2010). While not
anatomically exact, this model represents the appropriate significant features of sizes and
distances pertinent to human speech to allow visual observation of the phenomena
occurring in the model vocal tract.

2.2 Experimental Setup
All experiments were performed in a semi-anechoic chamber. The chamber is
located in the Garfield Thomas Water Tunnel Building, part of the Applied Research
Laboratories (ARL) at The Pennsylvania State University. The experiments consist of
turbulent airflow interaction with a rigid obstacle. Air entered from an outside source,
which was ducted, into a model vocal tract. The model vocal tract contained a
constriction with a rigid obstacle that was supported by a test stand.
The test apparatus for the experiments is shown in Figure 2.1. The airflow to the
model vocal tract originates from an external high-pressure compressed air source that is
filtered to eliminate impurities. The flow passes through the first of two pressure
regulators that reduces the pressure to 414 kPa. Rubber tubing, 1.27 cm in diameter,
transports the air to the anechoic chamber. This tubing is connected to the second
regulator, a fine tuning pressure regulator, which controls the pressure of air entering into
5.08 cm diameter; Tygon tubing that is 9.14 meters in length. The low velocity airflow
resulting from the use of the large diameter Tygon tubing minimizes both pressure losses
and flow noise in the tube before it enters the model vocal tract. The fine tuning pressure
5

regulator was set at four different pressures for testing, 500, 1250, 2000, 2500 Pa, which
were chosen to match the test conditions of Leonard (2010). These pressures were
measured by a manometer housed on the support stand as shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 (Leonard (2010)): Top-Schematic of the experimental flow layout. Bottom-Picture
of the actual experimental setup. The Tygon tube enters the test stand and is connected to
the vocal duct from within. Note: The speaker box was not used in this study.
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2.2.1. Model Vocal Tract
The Tygon tube then enters the test stand and connects to the model vocal tract
with a pipe clamp and four acrylic fittings, to ensure a good seal. The vocal tract is a
2.79 cm by 2.86 cm duct that is constructed from four separate pieces of ½” thick acrylic.
As seen in Figure 2.2, the vocal duct is made of two 3.81 cm acrylic pieces, which fit into
and are sealed by two larger acrylic pieces. To hold the vocal tract together, eight 1/4"
bolts are used to tighten and seal the airway.

Figure 2.2 (Leonard (2010)): Left-Picture of the vocal tract model showing the direction of
the flow and placement of the important features. Right-Schematic of the cross-section of
the vocal tract model

2.2.2. Constriction and Tab
As stated before, the aeroacoustic source is produced by the interaction between a
turbulent jet of air and a rigid plane obstacle. The air jet is formed by a pressure
differential across a constricting orifice. The differential is measured by the manometer
upstream of the constriction as shown in Figure 2.2. The jet then imparts an unsteady
force on to the rigid obstacle that is positioned 2.0 cm downstream of the constriction.
The constriction is made from 1.27 cm thick acrylic plate with a 0.635 cm hole drilled
into the center of it as seen in Figure 2.3. The sides of the constriction are lined with
foam to ensure a good seal with the sides of the vocal tract. For this experiment, there
were two different constriction plates constructed with the objective that two different jet
7

paths would result in different forces on the obstacle. One constriction had the hole
centered such that the resulting jet would pass near the top of the obstacle whereas the
second constriction’s hole was lowered on the plate to permit jet impaction directly into
the obstacle as illustrated in Figure 2.3. These two configurations will be referred to as
the middle constriction and lower constriction, respectively. This design differed from
that utilized by Leonard (2010) which consisted of a plate of 0.16 cm thick aluminum
held in place by clamping it between the side acrylic walls and was ½(cm) in the vocal
tract.

Figure 2.3 (Leonard (2010)): Top-Picture with dimensions of the source region. The
constriction is emitting a turbulent jet towards a rigid obstacle. Bottom Left- Middle
constriction. Bottom Right- Lower constriction
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3. Design of the Force Transfer System I
The process for executing the design of the force transfer system included
identifying the problem, brainstorming solutions, identifying the important criteria,
weighting the criteria, choosing a concept, manufacturing the product, and optimizing the
product.

3.1. Problem to Solve
The problem is to measure the aeroacoustic source by measuring the force being
applied to the obstacle from the turbulent jet. To accomplish this goal, a force transfer
system will be designed with two requirements. First, the force transfer system will
replicate the inverse-filtered radiated sound experiments completed by Leonard (2010).
Second, the force transfer system will also need to be an effective measurement tool.
By replicating Leonard’s (2010) experiments, similar aeroacoustic sources will be
produced and can be compared to the prior experiments. It is known that the
aeroacoustic source is influenced by the jet strength, path of the jet, and geometry of the
obstacle. Therefore, the jet path and the geometries will be replicated from Leonard
(2010) in this study, thus validating and generating a baseline of the test apparatus.
In addition to adhering to the restraints of the previous experiments, three
experimental criteria for the force transfer system to be an effective measurement tool
were identified. First, there must be a clear and unambiguous transfer of force from the
obstacle being impacted by the jet to the force sensor. A biased transfer of force would
invalidate the measurements. Second, the results of the force transfer system must be
repeatable. The system must be able to undergo testing while having the system response
remain constant. The system response is important, as it will be used to find the
aeroacoustic source (explained in the signal processing section). If the system response
changes during testing, then it will not return an accurate aeroacoustic source spectrum.
Finally, the force transfer system must have a computational favorable system response
that would eliminate unwanted artifacts such as data spikes in measuring the system
response. A successful force transfer system design will comply with each of these
criteria.
9

3.2. Brainstorming
The first step in the design process is to brainstorm ideas and solutions. This
phase should have minimal restrictions, as the ideas are important in this phase not the
feasibility. This allows for a plethora of different ideas, all which will have advantages
and disadvantages depending on the criteria that are selected. The comparison of these
ideas typically will lead a combination of ideas that would be better than any first
solution. There is only one guideline for the brainstorming of the force transfer system;
the system will transfer force from one location to another.

3.2.1. First Design Concept
The first design concept was to utilize the design of Leonard (2009). His concept
had the force transducer rigidly attached to the acrylic vocal tract outside of the flow duct
as shown in Figure 3.1. The other side of the force transducer was bolted to the flat plate
obstacle. The obstacle entered the flow duct creating a nearly identical obstacle to the
previous radiated sound measurements. The only difference was that there was a small
gap between the acrylic sidewalls and the obstacle. In the inverse-filtered radiated sound
measurements, the obstacle was sandwiched between the two side plates.
This design has immediate advantages. First, the system is nearly identical to the
original experiments. The geometry of the obstacle remained constant with the exception
of contact with the sidewalls allowing for similar source production. Second is ease to
construct. The system requires a rigid support for the force transducer and the new
obstacle needs to be slightly trimmed to ensure no contact with the acrylic. There are
also only two connections in this system, which allow for quick assembly and
disassembly.
There are two potential flaws to this design. Examining Figure 3.1 shows that for
the free body diagram, there is a distributed force on the force transducer, which shows
that the force transducer is in both tension and compression. The application of the force
at the top of the obstacle establishes a distributed force on the force transducer in addition
to a moment. This moment causes the distributed force to change signs. At the top of the
force transducer, there is a tension force while the bottom of the force transducer exhibits
10

a compression force. The average point force on the force transducer is a compression
force equal to the applied force at the end of the obstacle. However, the average point of
application is not the center of the force transducer. The force transfer is meant to
measure forces that are only normal to the surface, and it is uncertain how the force
sensor would interpret the large moment.
A second potential flaw is the excitation of the flexural modes of the obstacle.
The force applied to the obstacle sets the obstacle into vibration and excites the flexural
modes of the obstacle. The obstacle in this concept would be modeled as a plate with one
side clamped. A plate can have both longitudinal and traverse modes of excitation that
makes it is very hard to determine which modes are being excited. Without knowing
what modes are being excited, it is unclear if the characterization process will excite the
same modes present in the flow testing. Due to this uncertainty, the force transfer of this
system may have repeatability issues.

Figure 3.1: Left-Sketch of the first concept. Right-Two free body diagrams (FBD). The left
free body diagram shows the applied force at the top and the both tension and compression
forces acting on the transducer. The right free body diagram show the transducer forces as
a moment and a reaction force.
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3.2.2. Second Design Concept
The second design concept positions the force transducer directly behind the
obstacle within the vocal tract as detailed in Figure 3.2. To support the system, a rigid
structure is located downstream of the force sensor. The force sensor would bolt to this
structure, and the obstacle would be harnessed to the force transducer. In addition to this
design, a windshield could be added to minimize the flow alteration. The windshield
would cover the force transducer and the rigid support, preventing turbulent eddies to
form around these structures.
The main advantage to this concept is that this is the simplest force transfer
system. The unsteady force that is imparted to the obstacle is directly transferred to the
force transducer without any intermediary. The design is also relatively simple to
construct. The main component to construct is the rigid support downstream of the force
transducer. This support would be secured outside of the flow tract and resist any
deflection. Once the support is assembled, the other pieces can be bolted or glued into
place, depending on how the obstacle is attached to the force transducer.
While the shape of the obstacle remains constant, the jet path is altered by the
presence of the force transfer system downstream in the vocal tract. If the flow of the jet
is altered, the aeroacoustic source changes. The flow disturbances could be minimized
by the addition of a windshield that would cover the force transducer and the support.
However, even with a windshield, the flow stream and the source would be altered and
eliminate direct comparisons to Leonard’s previous results.

Figure 3.2: Left-Sketch of the second concept with the force transducer in the flow duct.
Right-Free body diagram of the second concept illustrating the trivial force transfer.
12

3.2.3. Third Design Concept
The third concept is an enhancement of the first concept by the addition of a pin
connection to the obstacle. The added pin connection eliminates the undesired tension
and compression moment on the force sensor shown in Figure 3.3. The assembly is
similar to the first concept in that there is a rigid support behind the force transducer, and
the force transducer is directly attached to the obstacle. The additional required part is a
support structure for the pin. This structure would have to allow the pin to freely rotate
while eliminating all other modes of motion for a clear force transfer.
There are several advantages to this concept. First off there are no changes to the
shape within the vocal duct. Secondly, there is a great improvement on the force transfer
compared to the first concept. The moment that posed a problem in the first concept is
eliminated by the pin. This design could still have the flexural modes of the obstacle
excited. While the first concept’s obstacle is modeled as a plate, this concept has a
longer obstacle and will be modeled as a beam. By modeling the obstacle as a beam
there will only be one set of flexural modes to examine as opposed to two sets with a
plate.
Two potential problems with this concept are manufacturing the supporting
structure and creating an ideal pin. The supporting structure for this concept holds both
the force transducer as with the previous concepts and a pin. To hold the pin, side panels
will need to be manufactured in addition to the force transducer support. This
complexity will require additional precision and design for the supporting structure. The
pin increases complexity to the force transfer. If the pin is not ideal, the pin can allow for
unwanted vibration and friction that can interfere with the force transfer.
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Figure 3.3: Left-Sketch of the third concept with the obstacle being connected to an ideal
pin to alleviate any moment on the force transducer. Right-Free body diagram of the third
concept illustrating the force transfer.

3.2.4. Fourth Design Concept
The fourth design concept uses accelerometers instead of force transducers.
Instead of measuring the force, the acceleration is measured. In this case, the equation of
F=ma is used to obtain the force exerted on the obstacle by knowing the mass. The
accelerometers are much smaller than the force transducer, which would allow them to be
placed into the flow duct while minimizing disturbances of the flow field.
The advantages were the size and placement options. However, there was a
problem of how the obstacle would be supported. In the other concepts, the obstacle is
mainly supported by the force transducer. Even in the pin connection concept, the force
transducer prevents the tab from rotating around the pin that makes the tab a rigid
obstacle. For the accelerometers there would need to be another form of support for the
obstacle.

14

Figure 3.4: Sketch of the fourth concept with accelerometers attached to the obstacle in the
flow duct.

3.2.5. Fifth Design Concept
The fifth design concept was conceived based on the performance of the first
design. This concept attaches the tab to two torsion springs as seen in Figure 3.5. The
torsion springs are held in place by a pin. One side of the torsion springs is firmly
attached to the force transducer and the other side is attached to the obstacle. Again, the
force transducer is anchored to a rigid object.
The main advantage to this concept was that it seemed to be a very simple force
transfer. The force is applied to the spring at one end and an equal force is applied to the
force transducer at the other end as seen in the free body diagram, Figure 3.5. Another
advantage is its simplicity for manufacturing. The only required components are a rigid
support for the force transducers and a rigid pin that attach to the torsion springs.
As the design of this concept progressed, additional obstacles were identified.
The main flaw pertained to the proper mounting of the torsion springs on the pin. If the
torsion springs were loosely held by the pin, there would be multiple modes excited in
the force application from the unwanted vibration. This situation would cause a complex
and ambiguous system response that would have questionable repeatability. On the other
hand, if the springs were snug on the pin and they deflected, they would then tighten
about the pin creating a nonlinear spring constant. A second concern involved the
15

flexural modes in the spring arms. The spring arms are very slender and would be
susceptible to bending and multiple flexural mode excitations.

Figure 3.5: Left-Sketch of the fifth concept with the obstacle being connected to a torsion
spring. Right-Free body diagram of the fifth concept illustrating the force transfer.

3.3. Weighting the Criteria
Each concept was reviewed with regard to these criteria: commonality to original
experiments, ambiguity of force transfer, and feasibility of manufacturing. It was
determined that the most important criterion was a clear and effective force transfer from
the obstacle to the force sensor. If there was any ambiguity to the transference of force,
then regardless of what other positive qualities that the concept held, all the data could be
biased.
The second ranked criterion was the commonality to the original experiments.
This required that certain factors must remain the same from the initial experiments done
by Leonard (2010) as his experimental results will be used as a baseline. The main
features of concern are the thickness of the obstacle, the profile of the obstacle, and the
path of the turbulent jet. The reason that this criterion is not ranked above the force
transfer criteria is because small changes will be required. For example, the original
experiments had the obstacle clamped in between the sidewalls. However, the clamping
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of the obstacle would result in an ambiguous force transfer. Hence, the obstacle profile
will need to be slightly reduced so that it is free from the sidewalls.
The final criterion was the feasibility of manufacturing the concept. Each of the
concepts needed to be able to either be made by a machinist or be made by the
researching student. The author of this thesis had no prior machining experience, which
was also a factor in the feasibility of manufacturing.

3.4. Selection of Concept
Each of the concepts was considered for the above stated criteria in order from
most important to least important and shown in Table 3.1. The first criterion of having
clear and effective force transfer eliminated the first concept due to its applied moment to
the force transducer and the excitation of flexural modes. The accelerometer concept was
also eliminated at this step due to the lack of any feasible ideas to support the obstacle
while still ensuring a valid transfer of information to the accelerometers. The first
criterion also put into question the torsion spring concept due to bending of the spring
arms and nonlinearity of the springs but did not fully eliminate it.
The second criterion concerning the commonality to the previous experiment was
then applied. This criterion eliminated the second concept, which had the force
transducer and a rigid support directly downstream of the obstacle. This flow disturbance
was deemed too disruptive to be comparable to the Leonard (2010) results.
The final criterion was the manufacturability. The plausible concepts at this point
were the pin and tab connection concept and the torsion spring method. At the time of
the first iteration, the torsion spring method was not conceived and the tab and pin
concept moved forward in the design process. When this step was repeated later in the
design process, the torsion spring method was eliminated due to the amount of new
manufacturing that was required and the time necessary to complete.
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Table 3.1: Table of the selection process for the four original concepts with relative ratings
for each category.

3.5. Design of the Subcomponents and Refinement
The next phase was the design of the subcomponents of the Pin and Tab concept
that needed to address several concerns. The concept required a rigid structure that
would support both the force transducer and the pin. The geometry of the tab and the
type of pin connection would need to be determined such that the pin connection must
allow the pin to be nearly friction-free. Finally, the shape of the tab would have to be
refined for optimum results. After all of the components are completed, the entire system
would need to be readied for testing.
For refinement, the design process focused on achieving the objectives of
repeatability, unambiguous force transfer, commonality to previous experiments, and
manufacturability. Of these objectives, repeatability becomes component key goal of this
design phase. Repetition of the same test conditions is important to determine the error
boundaries of the test apparatus. Once results can be obtained, they will need to be
verified by receiving similar results. If the system produces two vastly different data sets
for the same inputs, the system is not reliable and neither data set can be utilized.
18

3.5.1 Design of the Support Structure
The support structure will be designed to anchor the force transducer and support
the pin. The structure can be either attached to the acrylic vocal tract model or free
standing. Identification of the material for manufacturing the structure would need to be
determined.
The first requirement of the support structure is to support the force transducer.
To properly support the force transducer, the structure should not deflect for the range of
loading. The applied loads to the force transducer are between 0 to 70N which was
determined by the maximum force impact from a force hammer without clipping. Under
these loading conditions, zero deflection of the support structure ensures that there is
minimal excitation, if any, to the structure. If the transducer excites the structure, then
the flexural modes of the structure would complicate the measured signal. To ensure
minimal or no excitation of the structure, the support structure will need to be of
substantial mass and rigid.
The second requirement of the structure is to support the pin. The pin connection
needs to be nearly ideal or minimal friction. To have an ideal pin, the housing requires
minimal clearances. The lower the tolerances of the pinholes in the structure, the less
movement would be allowed in directions other than the rotation about the pin.
The options for the structure were to attach it to the acrylic vocal duct or build it
to be free standing. Having the structure attached would be easier to build because there
would be fewer parts to machine. This is because there is a foundation of bolts on the
vocal duct to work from. On the other hand, the structure could be made to be
independent by having the structure separate from the vocal tract. The independent force
transfer system could then be calibrated without the vocal duct. For the first iteration, it
was decided that the structure should be attached to the vocal tract to ease the already
difficult manufacturing task.
The vocal tract had four boltholes that could be used as a foundation for the
support structure. It was decided that three boltholes closest to the source region would
be used. At each of these holes, a cross brace 2 inches wide was installed. Side plates
19

were constructed on top of these braces, which were supported by nine bolts as shown in
Figure 3.6. Due to the dimensions of the duct and the original location of the obstacle, it
was determined that the force transducer was to rigidly attach to the center brace on the
downstream side.
The last support structure consideration was the material to be used. Aluminum
was chosen because it is a relatively easy metal to machine, requiring minimal machining
experience. Aluminum stock was also readily available in a great variety of shapes and
sizes.

Figure 3.6: Left-Sketch of support structure and how it connects to the vocal tract. RightSide view showing the location of the braces and the force transducer.

3.5.2. Design of the Tab
3.5.2.1. Selecting Criteria
The next phase was the design of the tab and the pin mounting. Again the design
process went through the brainstorming phase. The new problem was to choose a tab
design as well as how to mount the tab with the pin. The criteria to think about were
commonality to original tests, stiffness of the tab, and pin attachment.
The first criterion is the commonality to the original tests. While the original
concept idea matches the original tests, the tab design phase loosened this criterion for
20

more flexible brainstorming. The tab concept would still have to adhere to the profile
and thickness constraints. It would also need to ensure a decent seal between the vocal
duct and the exterior. The force sensor and the pin connection are to be placed outside
the vocal duct. The tab itself would enter the vocal duct at one point in the acrylic. The
acrylic would not be able to contact the tab or else it would interfere with the force
transfer. However, there cannot be large spaces between the acrylic and the tab or else
the flow stream could be significantly altered. Where the tab enters the flow stream, the
gaps between the walls and acrylic must be minimal. So in addition to considering the
geometry of the tab, the sealing around the tab will be considered.
The second criterion is the tab stiffness. In the original radiated sound
measurements, this was not an issue as the obstacle was being supported by the sidewalls.
With the pin connection, the tab will be significantly longer than the original obstacle and
not supported by the acrylic walls. A longer tab is more susceptible to deflection, which
is why it is important for the tab to be stiff. A stiff tab will ensure the best possible force
transfer.
Possibly the most important criterion is the pin connection. The pin connection
needs to be as ideal as possible to ensure the best force transfer. An ideal pin only
permits rotary motion about the pin. All other modes, three translational and 2 other
rotational, are expected to have minimal or no room for excitation as seen in Figure 3.7.
If there are any other modes, being excited the force readings will be convoluted with
extraneous data. To build an ideal pin the connection to the tab is a very important
consideration. The pin connection to the tab needs to have virtually no clearance. This
means that precision is the key for the pin connection. In addition, a part of this criterion
is the associated difficulty level to manufacture a precise pin connection.

3.5.2.2. Types of Pin Connections
The first idea was mounting a bracket against a flat tab. The ‘u’ shaped space
would be the area for the pin to slide through. As seen by the excess space in Figure 3.7,
it was deemed that this method might be difficult to make the pin connection precise.
The second idea was to have a hole drilled into the tab for the pin to use. This method
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required the tab to have significant depth (> 0.635 cm), but it would be easy to
implement. The third idea was to use bearing to mount the tab to the pin.
The pin mounting is very important, as the pin should be ideal. The ideal pin will
only allow rotary motion about the pin. This requires that the other five modes of motion
will be non-existent which are shown in red in Figure 3.7. These modes are three
translational modes: sliding of the pin in the x-axial direction of the pin, vertical shifting
of the pin (z-axis), and horizontal shifting of the pin (y-axis). The two rotary modes
about the y and z-axis also need to be eliminated. Since an ideal pin is not realistic, the
other modes of motion will need to be significantly limited and damped for a clear
system response.

Figure 3.7: Left-Sketch of two different pin connection ideas, the bracket, and the hole.
Right-An ideal pin only allows rotation about the pin as denoted by the green arrow. All
translational movement and rotation about the y and z-axis (denoted by red arrows) are
nonexistent with an ideal pin.
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3.5.2.3 Tab Concepts
There were four tab concepts that were conceived. They were the straight tab,
flag tab, u beam tab, and t beam tab all shown in Figure 3.8. For Design
simplification,
their
of Tab
assessments were placed into Table 3.2.
Concept
Name

Straight

Flag

C Beam

T Beam

Bracket

Hole

Bracket
and Hole

Top
View

Side
View

Pin
Bracket
Connection

Figure 3.8: The four tab concepts from the tab design phase. The top view looks down on
the tab and shows the cross-section of the tabs and the standoff from the acrylic. The side
view shows the type of pin connection and the shape of the tab.

Tab Type
Commonality to
Radiated Sounds
Tests
Standoff of
acrylic while tab
enters the duct

Straight Tab
Same Profile
Same
Thickness
Minimal
standoff due to
uniform shape

Tab relative
Weak
stiffness
Manufacturability Very easy
Possible Pin
Bracket
Attachments

Flag Tab
Same Profile
Tapered back

C Beam Tab
Same Profile
Two flanges

T Beam Tab
Same Profile
One flange

Minimal
standoff due to
the uniform
shape

Large gap due
to the space in
between the c
beam

Mainly weak
but stiff at top
Easy
Bracket

Very stiff

Two large gaps
due to the
spaces on
either side of
the flange
Stiff

Very hard
Hole or
Bearing

Hard
Bracket and
Hole

Table 3.2: The four tab concepts from the tab design phase with the relative ratings for each
criterion.
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Before the tab selection was made, thought was put into solving the possible
problems of each category. For the first category of the commonality to radiated sound
tests both the c beam and the t beam had flanges in the back that were different from the
original experiments. The flag also had extra material downstream but not as invasive,
due to the tapering. A solution to the invasive flanges in the flow stream was to taper
them like the flag all the way or at least part of the way.
The second problem was the issue of sealing the flow duct from the exterior.
When the tab entered the flow stream there would have to be some standoff between the
acrylic walls and the tab for unambiguous force transfer. However, with the cases of the
of the c beam and the t beam there would be much larger open spaces due to the area
between and around the flanges. Some possible solutions were to alter the acrylic to
make the standoff minimal, add a stopper in between the flanges of the c beam to fill the
empty space, and to cut the flanges out at that section.
Stiffness was the third category and the straight tab and the flag design were
relatively weak compared to other flanged supported designs. A possible solution was to
add stiffeners and flanges to the back of the tab to increase the stiffness. These stiffeners
would only be placed outside the flow stream so that they would not subtract from the
original advantages of the design.
The next consideration was the manufacturability of the tab. For the straight tab
the manufacturing would be very easy as the tab would just have to be milled down for
thickness and width. If any stiffeners were going to be added this would increase the
complexity. The flag concept would also be relatively easy to machine if it was made
from two pieces. To construct the flag tab, first the straight tab would be machined and
then attach the flag to it. The c beam is the hardest tab to machine. This is because there
are no c beams for the desired profile width of 1.1 inches. This meant that the c beam
would have to milled from a solid rectangular block. This would be very milling
intensive. The t beam is not as hard to machine as a t beam could be bought with a
slightly larger profile size but then easily milled down. The flange also could be milled
down.
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The pin connection is a very important consideration. This connection ensures
that the system will work properly and give a clear and effective force transfer. The
options are primarily the bracket, the hole, and the bearing. The bearing idea while the
most precise was eliminated due to the complexity and precision required in the
machining process. This left the hole drilled through the flanges of the c beam versus the
brackets that would have to be attached to the other tabs.

3.5.2.4. Tab Selection
After weighing the criteria and potential solutions, the c beam was selected as the
tab concept. This concept had the greatest number of strengths and any deficiencies had
the simplest solutions. First off, the pin connection was the easiest out of any of the other
concepts. A hole with minimal tolerance can be drilled into the flanges to house the pin.
The other designs would require some form of brackets that would introduce increased
error.
In addition, the initial fallbacks of the c beam were easily solved. The first
problem was the intrusion of the two flanges in the flow stream. The solution took the
flag design and modified it as shown in Figure 3.9. This modification kept the majority
of the stiffness while allowing for a better match of the geometry to the radiated sound
experiments.
The other problem that was introduced by the flanges was the sealing issues as the
tab entered the flow stream. The space in between the flanges left a gaping hole that
would alter the flow around the tab. The initial solutions were to alter the acrylic, fill the
hole with another material, or cut out those parts of the flanges. The first solution to alter
acrylic was rejected due to the lack of acrylic pieces and the difficultly in machining the
brittle material. The solution of removing the flanges was also rejected because if the
flanges were removed, it would be at the cost of the stiffness, which is this concept’s
biggest strength. So it was determined to add a piece of wood or rubber in between the
flanges. The added material would also have the added bonus of damping any unwanted
lateral vibrations of the flanges.
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Figure 3.9: The final selected tab design with a tapered top

3.5.3 Refining the Design
The natural frequency of an object is the frequency at which the object resonates.
By looking at Figure 3.10, the natural frequency is the peak of the chart. The
amplification below the natural frequency the magnitude is near unity. It is the goal of
the refining process to have all natural frequencies of the force transfer system above our
frequencies of interest, 1000Hz to 5000 Hz. If this is accomplished, then the system
response will not heavily alter the signal.

Figure 3.10: Plot of the natural frequency for a second order system for different damping
constants. As seen below the natural frequency the magnitude is near one which is
desirable for the system response.

Two different natural frequencies will be examined. The first method is to model
the force transducer infinitely stiff and examine the flexural modes of the tab. This
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method will be finding the lowest mode of vibration. The second method looks at the
natural frequency of an infinitely stiff tab with an ideal pin connection and a spring
connection where the force transducer connects to the tab.

3.5.3.1. Flexural Vibration
In this study, the natural frequency for the system is the lowest flexural vibration
of the tab. The tab is the object that will be receiving a force excitation and then impart
that to the force transducer. There are some assumptions that were made when finding
the natural frequency of the system.
1. The tab is represented as a uniform beam
2. The tab is made from a linear, homogeneous, isotropic elastic material
3. The tab is slender, which means that the cross-section dimensions are much less
than the length of the tab
Each of these assumptions was used as a guideline and not as a strict rule. These
assumptions allowed the tab to be model as a slender beam. The equation for the natural
frequency of a beam is given by:
fn=λ12/(2*π*L2)*(E*I/m)1/2
Where the λ1 is first flexural, mode excitation determined by the vibration constraints, L
is the length of the tab, E is the modulus of elasticity of the material, I is the second
moment of area, and m is the mass per unit length. To refine the tab design, the equation
was grouped into several different parts that could be refined.
The three refinement areas were material, cross-sectional area, and length of tab
and pin location. First the equation was rewritten with m=ρ*A where ρ is the density of
the material and A is the cross-sectional area. The new equation now looks like:
fn=λi2/(2*π*L2)*[(E/ρ)*(I/A)]1/2
The material constant is given by (E/ρ) while the cross-sectional constant is given by
(I/A).
The first part to refine was the material selection. This was the E/ρ term, which
will be called the material constant from henceforth. Several different materials were
considered including, aluminum, steel, and carbon fiber. It was discovered that the
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material constant for steel and aluminum were very similar, 2.55*107. The carbon fiber
material constant ranged from 5.1*107 to 2.95*108.
The carbon fiber construction was the most favorable for the material constant,
but it also was the most expensive and the least feasible. For one the carbon fiber only
gave a high material constant when the fibers are in a unidirectional layout. With this
unidirectional layout, there is no normal strength in the material, which violated the
second assumption. The lack of lateral strength also made the c beam shape unfeasible.
The bends in the carbon where the webbing meets the flange would likely break under
recommendations from Dr. Bakis, a professor that works regularly with carbon fiber.
Due to the cost, the lack of feasibility to build, and the violation of the second assumption
the carbon fiber material was eliminated. The material was then between steel and
aluminum both which have the same material constant. The aluminum was chosen as the
material because the aluminum is easier to machine.
The second part was the cross-sectional area. The term for this refinement is I/A.
To better understand this equation the I needs to be calculated for a c beam. The I for a c
beam with dimensions shown in Figure 3.11 is given by:
I=1/12*[d3*h – (h – b)*(d – 2a)3]

Figure 3.11: Cross-sectional dimensions of a c beam where C denotes the centroid.

Now given by the constraints to keep the geometry of the obstacle constant d=2.86 cm
and a=b=0.16 cm as well. By varying h, I was solved. Then the I/A ratio was compared
for different h. Table 3.3 shows the values of I/A with respect to L2.
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h (inches)
0.1
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3

h (meters)
0.00254
0.0127
0.0254
0.0381
0.0508
0.0635
0.0762

I/A (meters2)
6.73403E-05
0.000106219
0.000125038
0.000134298
0.000139808
0.000143461
0.000146061

Table 3.3: I/A for differing h. As can be seen as h increases so does I/A.

As it can be seen as h increases so does the I/A ratio. The limiting factor of the I/A ratio
is that there is only a limited amount of space in between the support braces. Therefore,
the h was chosen to be 5.08 cm.
The final refinement was how long to make the tab and where to place the force
transducer. This was dependent on the (λ1/L)2 where λ1 is determined by Figure 3.12
taken from Blevins book, Formulas for the Natural Frequency and Mode Shape. For this
refinement, the length should be minimized while the λ1 should be maximized. To
minimize the length the pin was to be located just outside of the acrylic side plates so as
not to permanently damage the vocal tract. The distance between the top of the tab to the
pin was 6.99 cm away and the distance between the top of the tab and the force
transducer was 9.53 cm.
The final values could then be added in to the formula. The natural frequency of
the tab by the formula is 4650 Hz. While this number is not beyond our ranges of
interesting frequencies, it should help to produce simple smooth system responses.
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Figure 3.12: Reference graph to obtain a value for the first flexural mode with a/L equal to
about .25 giving a λ1 value of around 2.2.

3.5.3.2. Oscillating Vibration
The second method of vibration assumes the tab to be stiff and have the system
oscillate about the pin. The connection between the force transducer and the tab is
modeled as a spring as shown in Figure 3.13. The equation for the natural frequency is
shown here:
fn=1/(2*pi)*[k*a2/J]1/2
In the above formula, J is the mass moment of inertia about the pivot, a is the distance
between the pivot and the spring, and k is the spring constant of the force transducer
(1.05 kN/μm). The natural frequency for these assumptions is 4200 Hz. Again, this
frequency is not above our interesting frequencies of 1000 Hz to 5000 Hz.
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Figure 3.13: Model of the system with the force transducer acting as a spring and the tab
rigid where J is the mass moment of inertia about the pivot, a is the distance between the
pivot and the spring, and k is the spring constant of the force transducer.

3.6. Manufacturing the Design Concept
The manufacturing of the entire concept was done by the author of this thesis. To
accomplish the construction, the author took the machining class at the Penn State
Learning Factory to learn how to use the milling machine and the lathe. In addition, the
author sought out help with machining from Jeff Bridges, the machinist assigned to the
Water Tunnel Building of ARL. Through the advice of others and learning more about
the machines with each use, the student was able to machine the three braces, two side
plates, and c beam tab. The first iteration of machining would not fit together properly
and several of the holes on the side plates were required to be drilled larger than
originally planned for the structure to be assembled.
One side of the force transducer was bolted firmly to the center brace. The other
side was connected to a threaded rod that then was secured with nuts and lock washers to
the tab. After manufacturing the part, the pin had low tolerances and exhibited some of
the unwanted modes of motion. To solve this problem, the tab was fixed to the pin. This
was done by having a threaded pin and using lock washers and nuts to harness the tab.
The pin then freely rotated in the supports of the side plates. To reduce the diameter of
the hole, two make shift sleeve bearings were made that were connected to the support
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structure. These sleeve bearings were made from 0.32 cm thick aluminum plate and had
three holes drilled into it. The two outer holes were used to harness the sleeve bearing to
the structure while the center hole was a very low tolerance pinhole as seen in Figure
3.14.

Figure 3.14: Picture of the manufactured force transfer system. The important features are
the pin and the pin support, which acts a sleeve bearing. In addition, the final tab geometry
can be seen here.
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4. Results I
4.1. Testing Setups
Two different setups were used when obtaining measurements and calibration
data. The first setup is for calibration of the system. To calibrate the system a known
input needs to be applied to the system while the force transducer measures the output.
By knowing the input and output the system response can be solved (explained more in
the signal processing section). The known input during calibration is a force hammer.
For the hammer to impact the tab, the vocal duct model requires some changes that allow
for the accommodation of the hammer. For this to occur the top plate of the acrylic vocal
duct needs to be slid up to open a gap that would allow the hammer to impact the tab as
seen in Figure 4.1.
Once the calibration is completed, the securing bolts are loosened again to allow
the acrylic top plate to slide back down. Once back in the original position the duct is
sealed and can have flow pass through without any leaks.

Figure 4.1: Left-Picture of the system during calibration tests. The top plate of acrylic is
moved out about 2 inches to allow access for the force hammer. Right-Picture of the
system sealed with a constriction for flow testing.
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During the flow tests, a specific process is done each time. The first step is to get
a system response before any flow testing. Then the lower constriction is inserted and
the top acrylic plate is lowered back into place sealing the duct. Then the lower
constriction flow tests begin. Measurements are taken at 0, 500, 1250, 2000, and 2500 Pa
in that order, starting with a baseline and incrementing the pressure. After the lower
constriction tests are complete, the lower constriction is removed and the system
response is taken again. At this point, the middle constriction is inserted and the pressure
tests are done again, this time without the baseline. After the middle constriction flow
tests the system response is taken one more time for three calibrations for one set of flow
tests.

4.2. First System Response
Figure 4.2 shows the first system response taken for the force transfer system.
The system was set up for the calibration with the top plate slid back. For this system
response, the sampling frequency was 50 kHz with 1024 scans and no pretrigger. This
gives a frequency resolution of only 48.8 Hz, which is very poor for this data. The
system response is very erratic and while it does not tell us much, it does tell us some
things for future tests. Firstly the frequency resolution should be improved which would
mean increasing the number of scans or lowering the sampling frequency. Secondly,
since the response is so erratic there are additional modes that are being excited. If the
system were to respond as a second order system, the system response would be
smoother and less erratic.
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Figure 4.2: First system response. fs=50 kHz N=1024 Δf=48.8 Hz

4.3. Second System Response
Before a second system response was taken there were some improvements made.
The first test did not incorporate the wooden block that was to be placed in between the
flanges. The second test ensured that the block was in, not for sealing issues but in the
hope it would damp some of the undesired mode vibrations. In addition to adding the
block to help damping, a hole was drilled into the flanges away from the top and near the
back. A bolt was placed in and three nuts were used to secure each flange. This was
done in the hope to reduce to lateral flange vibrations.
Figure 4.3 clearly shows that the second system response has greatly improved.
The sampling frequency is still 50 kHz while the number of scans is now 8192, which
gives a frequency resolution of 6.1 Hz. This makes this response look smoother than the
first. In addition to the increased frequency resolution, the response itself has improved.
From 0 Hz to 2000 Hz there is a smooth increase to the peak, which is comparable to the
second order system response. It can be assumed that the natural frequency of the force
transfer system is about 2000 Hz from this plot. After the natural frequency, the response
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becomes more erratic most likely due to the higher modes of vibration. However, this
response is still capable of backing out the source spectra as long as it is repeatable. To
improve upon this response would be to increase the damping at the higher frequencies.
The next frequency response added side bracing to the side plates to reduce and
vibration in the structure. Figure 4.3 shows both the prior response and the response with
the bracing added.
Comparing the two different responses there are some notable differences. While
the bracing appeared to reduce the peaks or valleys at one location (~2400 Hz) it
increased it in others (~2600-2900Hz, 3400Hz, 3750 Hz, and 3900Hz). While some of
these differences can be attributed to potential error with the fast Fourier transform, there
is apparently no advantage to adding the braces to the system. At this point, it was
determined that the system response was capable of obtaining the source spectra due to
the similar system responses and the smoothness of the plots.
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Figure 4.3: System responses with addition of wooden filler and a damping bolt both with
and without braces. fs=50 kHz N=8192 Δf=6.1 Hz
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4.4. Flow Test I
The follow figures are the results from the first flow test. As stated above for
each set of flow tests there are three system responses taken, one before any flow test,
one after the lower constriction flow tests and before the middle constriction flow tests,
and one after the middle constriction flow tests. This plot is shown in Figure 4.4. It is
clear from the three system responses that the system changed during the process of
inserting and removing the constrictions. Due to these changes, no valid results can be
drawn from the flow plots in Figures 4.5-4.6.
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Figure 4.4: Three system responses during flow tests. LC=lower constriction and MC=middle
constriction. fs=50 kHz N=16384 Δf=3.05 Hz
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Figure 4.5: Source spectra for different constriction heights. fs=50 kHz N=16384 Δf=3.05 Hz
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Figure 4.6: Source spectra for different driving pressures. fs=50 kHz N=16384 Δf=3.05 Hz
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4.5. Improvements for Next Design
Several improvements should be made for the next design iteration. The first is
the repeatability. It can be seen clearly from the three system responses shown above
that the system is not completely repeatable. Without a repeatable system, the flow tests
are not viable. Several aspects could have led to the less than perfect repeatability.
Firstly, the force transfer itself had low tolerances due to the first effort at machining.
The low tolerances have the potential to allow the system to change each time the bolts
and nuts are loosened and tightened, as components are free to move around. Another
consideration should be to the tab support. The rudimentary bearings could be better
done with professional bearings. The first iteration helped show what aspects of the
design and manufacturing were very important. On the second iteration there will be
more attention paid to these areas of precision and tab support.
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5. Design of the Force Transfer System II
As with all design processes, when one concept does not work up to expectations,
it is acceptable and encouraged to go back a few steps in the design process and start
anew. After the first full design iteration, the design process went back to the
brainstorming phase. It was at this point when the torsion spring idea was added to the
list of concepts. There was also an added criterion to the list of criteria. This criterion
was time. While not an ideal criterion to obtain the best results, in some instances in
research, time unfortunately plays a significant role in the design process. It was because
of the time criterion that the second design iteration still used the original pin and tab
concept.

5.1. Changes to the Pin-Tab Concept
Even though the same concept idea was used, there was great care to make
changes that would make the system repeatable. The main change was to remanufacture
the entire concept with increased precision. The first step was to add uniform spacers
between each of the bolts that hold the vocal duct together. By adding the spacers, it
ensured that the vocal duct was compressed the same amount each time the structure is
tightened. The second large change was to have the braces only have two boltholes as
seen in Figure 5.1. By only having two holes, the machining became easier and
decreased the chance for error. Each of the parts were squared on each side with the mill
and milled to within +/- 0.013 cm tolerance. The third large change was to add bearings
to the side plates. These were flange mount needle bearings and were used to reduce any
vibrations in any other modes. Anther change was to use heavier metal for the support
system. The braces were made from steel and the side plates from brass.
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Figure 5.1: Top Left-Brace from the first design iteration with three holes and made from
aluminum. Bottom Left-Brace from the second iteration made from steel and having only
two boltholes. The new braces were not connected by the same bolts that connected the
vocal tract model. Right-The second design iteration assembled. Notice the new flange
mount bearings supporting the pin.

5.2. Results II
5.2.1. System Responses II
This round of system responses were used under very strict control so that
repeatability could be check. To prove repeatability, the system response was taken for
different system setups. The variables that were varied were top plate position and
moving the vocal tract.
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The first system responses varied the position of the top plate in the vocal tract.
The different settings were top plate moved back 5.08 cm (2”), top plate back 8.89 cm
(3.5”), and top plate removed. The responses are shown here as Figure 5.2.
Magnitude of Force Sensor Transfer Function
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Figure 5.2: System responses for different positions of the top acrylic plate. fs=50 kHz
N=65,536 Δf=0.763 Hz

From this set of system responses, a few things are clear. The repeatability has
improved is the first important feature. The system is vastly different for each response
in the plot and the responses are still nearly identical. It can be assumed from this data
that when the vocal tract is set for the flow testing the system response will remain the
same. Another thing to note is that the natural frequency of the system has been reduced
to about 500 Hz as opposed from the 2000 Hz in the first iteration. Some noise has been
added above 3000 Hz, which may be accounted by the improved frequency resolution.
Now there are some discrepancies around the 2000-2200 Hz range in the magnitude. It is
unclear why this amplitude has changed, but it is possible that the vocal dust itself had
moved during the testing. This will be the next variable tested.
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The next set of system responses attempted to answer why there was a
discrepancy when the top plate was moved back 8.89 cm (3.5”). The following day the
vocal tract model was set with the top plate removed 8.89 cm (3.5”), and then for each set
of tests the vocal tract was physically shifted atop the test stand. The results are shown
here in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: System responses for the top plate removed 8.89 cm (3.5”) and moving the vocal
tract system. fs=50 kHz N=65,536 Δf=0.763 Hz

The first notable observation is that the system response has changed in the 20002200 Hz range. The original 8.89 cm (3.5”) test had a dip-peak-dip in this frequency
range, as did the other system responses taken around that time. The newer responses for
the 8.89 cm (3.5”) now only have a smooth peak. In addition, each of these new
responses is nearly identical. Therefore, it may be concluded that shifting the entire
vocal tract does not drastically change the system response. The new information
presented suggested that the force transfer system might change over time. The
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difference in system responses over a few hours remained constant while the differences
between the two days had some change. However, as long as the system was repeatable
over the testing duration the system was useful.

5.2.2. Flow Test II
Now that the force transfer system has shown to be repeatable, the flow tests
could now be done to find the different aeroacoustic sources. The system was
characterized before the lower constriction flow tests were done, after the lower
constriction was removed, and after the middle constriction flow tests were completed.
The three calibration responses are shown in Figure 5.4. The responses are nearly
identical, which is very promising to acquire the aeroacoustic sources.
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Figure 5.4: Three system responses during second flow tests. LC=lower constriction and
MC=middle constriction. fs=50 kHz N=65,536 Δf=0.763 Hz

The following data is the results of the flow tests for the lower constriction and
middle constriction at four different driving pressures (500, 1250, 2000, 2500 Pa). The
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presented plots are of the aeroacoustic source with one variable held constant, either the
constriction height or the driving pressure (Figures 5.5-5.6).
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Figure 5.5: Source spectra for different constriction heights. fs=50 kHz N=65,536 Δf=0.763 Hz
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Figure 4.6: Source spectra for different driving pressures. fs=50 kHz N=65,536 Δf=0.763 Hz
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The above plots show some trends that are expected by aeroacoustic theory.
Aeroacoustic theory states that with increasing jet speed, the energy in the spectra will
increase and the energy will shift up in frequency as well. From these plots, it is clear
that with increasing jet speed the energy content is increasing. It is hard to see whether
the peaks are shifting up in frequency as well. This is due to the sharp peaks and the lack
of smoothness in the data. Additional filtering will need to be done to smooth the source
spectra.

5.2.3. Spectra Comparisons
Leonard’s (2010) inverse-filtered radiated sound source spectra will now be
presented. His results for the source spectra are shown below as Figures 5.7. Some
comparisons can be made. First off it can easily be seen that in both this study’s source
spectra as well as Leonard’s that the energy content is increasing with jet speed. In
addition, there is another similarity in the frequency ranges of 1000 Hz to 2000 Hz.
From 500 Pa to 1250 Pa the lower constriction has a higher energy increase than the
middle constriction between the frequencies of 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz. This result is
shown in both Leonard’s and this study’s results. These similarities will be looked into
further.
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Aeroacoustic Source for Lower Constriction

Aeroacoustic Source for Middle Constriction

Figure 5.6: Leonard (2010) Source spectra for different constriction heights
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6. Signal Processing
Signal processing was a significant part of the author’s learning. For
experimental research the signal processing is a necessity to obtain and utilize the data.
The signal processing used in this experiment ranged from the data acquisition, filtering
the data, solving for a system response, and solving for aeroacoustic force.

6.1. Data Acquisition
Data acquisition is the first step in any signal system. There at most two signals
that needed to be captured for the experiments. The force hammer is the first signal.
This signal is only captured when the system is being calibrated. The second signal is the
force transducer. Each of these instruments uses the piezoelectric effect. The
piezoelectric effect uses piezoelectric crystals in each of the instrument. When the
piezoelectric crystal is compressed, it creates a voltage. Each instrument’s piezoelectric
voltage is carried from the instruments to a signal conditioner. The signal conditioner
amplifies the signal before it is processed. For the force transducer the gain was set to
one for all experiments and the gain was set to ten for the force hammer for all
experiments. After the signals leave their respective signal conditioners, they travel to
the data acquisition module.
The data acquisition module that was used for the experiments was an IOtech
WaveBook/516. The WaveBook was connected to a computer and was interfaced with a
program called WaveView. During the characterization, both the hammer signal and
force transducer signal are captured simultaneously. During the aerodynamic testing,
only the force data is saved. The data acquisition module does a few important things
including run an anti-aliasing filter, sample the continuous data, and save the data series
into a computer file.
The first important feature of the data acquisition is to run a low pass or antialiasing filter. The sampling frequency is set up by the user. This frequency is at least
twice as the highest frequency of interest. For example, the highest frequency that a
human can hear is around 20,000 Hz. That means that the sampling frequency should be
set to at least 40,000. The anti-aliasing filter is set to half of the sampling frequency to
eliminate all the frequencies that cannot be resolved. If the anti-aliasing filter is not used,
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the frequency content above half the sampling frequency will be ‘aliased’ into the lower
frequencies convoluting the data. The anti-aliasing filter on the WaveBook system is an
elliptic low pass filter. For each test, the anti-aliasing filter was set at 25,000 Hz and the
sampling frequency was 50,000 Hz. This was originally used to view the data up to
20,000 Hz; however, the data above 5,000 Hz appeared to be primarily noise. Above
5,000 Hz was also beyond the frequencies that were produced by the source as
determined by Leonard (2010).
The anti-aliasing filter is applied to the continuous signals that the transducers
emit. The data then needs to be discretized so that the computer can save a finite data set.
The data acquisition system uses the sampling frequency to sample the data. WaveBook
take a data sample at a rate of one sample/sampling frequency. For a sampling frequency
of 50,000 Hz the sampling rate is a sample every 20 μs. The data points are then saved to
a .dat file and then converted into an ANSII test spreadsheet.

6.2. Characterizing the System Response
The force transfer system can be approximated to be a system, containing an
input, the system response, and the output. The input to the system is an unknown
unsteady aerodynamic force. As described above, this force is the aeroacoustic source.
However, the aerodynamic force cannot be measured directly. The transducer measures
the applied force after the system has altered it. In order to accurately find the input
force, the system response needs to be independently characterized. To do this, the
system is excited with a known input, a force hammer, while the output is measured
simultaneously by the force transducer. From the measured input and output, the system
can be characterized and then applied to subsequent unknown inputs.
To solve for the system response the Fourier transform is taken of the known
input and output signals. The Fourier transform changes the signals from the time
domain to the frequency domain. After the input and output are transformed, they are
now related by multiplication as opposed to a convolution operation. The Fourier
transform allows for a very simple solution for the system by utilizing the frequency
domain.
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F: a(t)  A(f) and F: t(t)  T(f)
A(f)*H(f)=T(f)
H(f)=T(f)/A(f)
These steps show both the applied force (input) [a] and the transducer force [t]
being converted to the frequency domain by the Fourier transform. The second line
shows the process of the system as the applied force is multiplied the system response in
the frequency domain to obtain the outputted force. To obtain the system response, the
third line shows that the transducer force is divided by the applied force.
To reduce error an auto and cross spectrum were utilized. Each of the signals has
a complex component. To compute auto and cross spectra the entire equality is
multiplied with the complex conjugate of the output.
A(f)A’(f)|H(f)|2 = T(f)A’(f)

or in terms of spectra Saa|H|2=Sta

|H(f)|2 = T(f)A’(f)/X(f)X’(f)

|H|2=Sta/Saa

The result of this is the magnitude of the system response. This is then saved and then
used to back out the unknown applied input.
During the characterization process, it is imperative to excite all possible
frequencies in the system. If certain frequencies are not excited when characterizing the
system, then the system characterization will have weak or nonexistent data for the
omitted frequencies. One of the best ways to excite all frequencies is to input an impulse.
An impulse in the time domain corresponds to broadband frequency excitation.
However, a pure impulse is impossible to obtain in real systems. An impulsive input can
work just as well as a pure impulse as long as the frequency content of the input can be
measured.
To characterize the force transfer system the force hammer was used to excite the
force transfer system. The force hammer delivered an impulsive input to the system and
recorded the input as seen in Figure 6.1. To ensure that all frequencies were being
excited the hammer hit was transformed into the frequency domain via the fast Fourier
transform function. These results are seen in Figure 6.1 and show that the frequencies
have been excited with little noise to 3000 Hz. After 3000 Hz the frequencies are still
excited by the noise is more prevalent.
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Figure 6.1: Top-A force hammer impulse in the time domain. Bottom-The frequency content
of the real impulse. Noise starts to appear at around 3000 Hz.
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To find a system response for the system, the system was set up with the top plate
slightly removed to allow the hammer to enter the vocal tract and excite the tab. The data
acquisition system was set to record both before and after the trigger an equal number of
scans. This way the important data would be in the center of the time series. The trigger
was set to be a 1-volt increase in the force hammer, which corresponds to the time of the
given impulse. There were fifty realizations taken for each system characterization.
WaveBook recorded the data simultaneously and saved the hammer and force transducer
data into a file for each realization.
MATLAB was then used to find the system response. First, the data files were
opened and plotted in the time series. The time series were inspected to ensure that the
data signals were good. Some unwanted characteristics were clipping, multiple impacts,
and large DC offset. The accepted time series (between 35 and 48 out of 50) were then
converted into the frequency domain by the use of the fast Fourier transform. The cross
and auto spectra were computed and then divided to find the system response. This was
done for each data file, which resulted in 35-48 system responses. These multiple system
responses were then averaged to obtain the final system response.

6.3. Obtaining the Source Spectra
Once the system response is known then an unknown input can be applied to the
system. For the force transfer system, the unknown force was applied from the jet of air
that exited from the constriction. The force could then be measured accurately by using
Fourier transforms along with these equations. A(f) is the force spectrum; T(f) is the
force transducer read spectrum; and H(f)2 is the system response squared.
A(f)A’(f)|H(f)|2 = T(f)A’(f)

Saa|H|2=Sta

A(f)A’(f) = T(f)A’(f)/|H(f)|2

Saa=Sta/|H|2

After the system response was found, the source could now be found. The top
plate in the vocal tract model was replaced and then the flow tests started. In this case,
Saa is the unknown aerodynamic applied force, which is the aeroacoustic source. The
data acquisition system was set up to record the same settings as the settings that were
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used to obtain the system response. Again, 50 realizations were taken of the force
transducer only this time. The data was then converted into the frequency domain and
divided by the previously calculated system response. The result was the aeroacoustic
source.

6.4. Signal processing Considerations
6.4.1. Frequency Resolution
The frequency resolution is the difference in frequency between two consecutive
points in the frequency domain. The frequency resolution can be calculated by dividing
the sampling frequency by the number of data points. The significance of the frequency
resolution is to obtain a clear picture of the results. A low frequency response could
round spikes into a completely different plot. A high resolution, on the other hand, can
be computationally intensive and unnecessary. For the experiments, the frequency
resolution stayed between .5 Hz to 10 Hz.

6.4.2. Data Windowing
Before taking the fast Fourier transform each data set was windowed.
Windowing reduces the frequency leakage error of the fast Fourier transform. The
frequency leakage is energy from one frequency being distributed between a range of
frequencies with a peak at the actually frequency. Windowing reduces this leakage, but it
also decreases the magnitude of the result. To fix this amplitude change a constant is
multiplied to the transformed signal to obtain the original magnitudes. For the
experiments a hanning window was used which had an amplitude loss of two which was
multiplied back into the signal.

6.4.3. Data Length
Data length can be an important factor when one wants to combine signals of
different lengths. For these experiments, the same data length was used for the system
characterization and the source computing parts. Also the original data length used were
all 2n this is due the nature of the fast Fourier transform which utilizes only data series of
2n. If a data length were not of 2n the data would have to be padded with zeros. There
was never any zero padding in these experiments.
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7. Summary
7.1. Work Accomplished
The objective of this study was to measure the aeroacoustic source spectra by
directly measuring the force imparted on an obstacle by an air jet. The test apparatus
design used in this study was down selected from five concepts conceived by the author
and advisor. The obstacle with a pin connection design was chosen due to its advantages
of transferring force for accurate measurement and the commonalties (obstacle geometry
and jet path) to the previous radiated sound experiments of Leonard (2010).
Two iterations of the rigid-body tab design were fabricated and tested. The first
design was lightly constructed and required re-assembly during calibration and
measurement. This design proved impractical in obtaining repeatable measurements.
The second design iteration used a more robust mechanical design and was constructed to
be less susceptible to changes in the system during re-assembly. The second design
iteration proved to have repeatable system responses for a variety of system setups
allowing a for a viable force measurement system.
The aeroacoustic source was obtained for different driving pressures and
compared to Leonard’s (2010) source spectra. The source spectra obtained exhibited
similar traits to aeroacoustic theory. As the jet speed increases the energy content
increased. The primary difference between the two force spectra is that the directly
measured force spectrum had significant data spikes than spectrum measured by inversefiltering the radiated sound. Despite this difference, the two data sets of the force
spectrum show a similar trend in that the overall force level increases with driving
pressure (jet velocity). Additional trends were difficult to determine due to the spikes in
the source spectra.

7.2. Future directions
The source spectra will need to be analyzed to elucidate on the causes of the
peaks and the spikes in the data. One plausible explanation to be investigated is the
acoustic resonances for the duct. After resolving this issue, different obstruction shapes
can be used in the vocal duct in place of the flat plate to produce additional spectrum.
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Long-term outcomes of this research include a better understanding of the physics behind
speech production to improve speech synthesis as well as a greater ability to diagnose
and rehabilitate people with speech pathologies.
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Appendix A: MATLAB Code
A.1. System Response Code
clear all
clc
close all
%fs=50000; % Sampling frequency
fs=12500;
dt=1/fs; % dt based on sampling frequency
%TT=8192*2; % Total number of Samples
%TT=32768*2; % Total number of Samples
TT=4096*2;
%TT=1024;
%TT=2048*2;
T=TT/fs; % Sample time of ring Impacts
hamcal=0.01173; % Hammer Calibration in V/N
sencal=0.1095; % Force sensor calibration in V/N
t=(-TT/2:TT/2-1)*dt;
freq=fs*[0:TT/2,(-TT)/2+1:-1]/(TT);

prompt1='Select Hammer Calibration File Directory';
pathnameham=uigetdir(' ',prompt1);
hamfilelist=dir(pathnameham);
hamfiles={hamfilelist.name};
prompt2='Select Hammer Calibration Files to Process';
hamselection=listdlg('PromptString',prompt2,'ListString',
hamfiles);
selectedhamfiles=hamfiles(hamselection);
hamfilenames=cellstr(selectedhamfiles);
hamnum=length(hamfilenames);
hamgood=1.;
hambad=NaN;
for ham=1:hamnum
hamcalname=char(hamfilenames(ham));
hamfile=[pathnameham,'\',hamcalname];
hamdata=importdata(hamfile);
hammer=hamdata.data(:,1); % Column in hamdata.data with hammer (may
need to change the column depending on the data file recorded)
hamforce=hamdata.data(:,2); % Column in hamdata.data with force
sensor
hammercal=hammer/(10*hamcal); % Change Volts of hammer to Newtons
with a gain of 10
hamforcecal=hamforce/sencal; % Change Volts of Force Sensor to
Newtons with a gain of 1
%remove DC gain for no pretrigger
%
hz=mean(hammercal(round(.9*TT):TT)); % Finds DC offset. Set at .9
so that it takes the data after the impulse damps out
%
hammercaladj=hammercal-hz; % Removes DC offset on left side
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%
hfz=mean(hamforcecal(round(.9*TT):TT)); % Repeat above for force
sensor.
%
hamforceadj=hamforcecal-hfz;
% Remove the DC gain for a prtigger and remove any step accoiated
with
% the impulse
hz=mean(hammercal(1:round(.4*TT))); % Finds DC offset. Set at .4 so
that it takes the data before the impulse
hammercaladj=hammercal-hz; % Removes DC offset on left side
hfz=mean(hamforcecal(1:round(.4*TT))); % Repeat above for force
sensor.
hamforceadjone=hamforcecal-hfz;
%remove any DC gain or loss in force sensor
hfzend=mean(hamforceadjone(round(.9*TT):TT));
unitstep(1:TT/2)=0;
unitstep(TT/2+1:TT)=hfzend;
[B, A]=butter(5,.99);
unitstepfilt=filtfilt(B,A,unitstep);
hamforceadj=hamforceadjone-unitstepfilt';
figure(1)
plot(t,hammercaladj,'r',t,hamforceadj,'b')
title(hamcalname)
xlabel('Time (sec)')
ylabel('Force (N)')
legend('Impact Hammer','Force Sensor')
grid on
figure(2)
plot(t,hammercaladj,'r',t,hamforceadj,'b')
title(hamcalname)
xlabel('Time (sec)')
ylabel('Force (N)')
legend('Impact Hammer','Force Sensor')
axis([-TT/2*dt TT/2*dt -.3 .3])
grid on
pause
button=questdlg('Use Data?');
if strcmp(button,'Yes')
DFThammer(hamgood,:)=transform(hammercaladj); % Take fourier
transform using transform.m
DFThamforce(hamgood,:)=transform(hamforceadj); % Take fourier
transform using transform.m
hamgood=hamgood+1.; % Increment counter and records the good
data
else
if isnan(hambad)
hambad=ham;
else hambad=[hambad,ham];
end
end
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end
hamgood=hamnum-length(hambad);
% Shh=DFThammer.*conj(DFThammer); % Auto-Spectrum of Hammer
% Sfh=DFThamforce.*conj(DFThammer); % Cross-Spectrum
% Hhamforce=mean(Sfh./Shh); % Transfer function as a mean of all.
% the above is the same as the ones below.
same
% magnitude

Either way will give the

Shf=DFThammer.*conj(DFThamforce); % Auto-Spectrum of Hammer
Sff=DFThamforce.*conj(DFThamforce); % Cross-Spectrum
Hhamforce=mean(Sff./Shf); % Transfer function as a mean of all. Both
are the exact same for magnitude
figure(3)
plot(freq(1:TT/2),20*log10(abs(Hhamforce(1:TT/2))),'r')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('20log(H)')
title(['Magnitude of System Response, ', num2str(TT), ' points, ',
num2str(fs), ' fs, ', num2str(hamgood), ' averages' ])
figure(4)
plot(freq(1:TT/2),unwrap(angle(Hhamforce(1:TT/2))),'r')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Phase Angle (rad)')
title('Phase Angle of Force Sensor Transfer Function')
pause
button=questdlg('Save Data?');
if strcmp(button,'Yes')
name=input('Name of Transer Function File \n', 's')
%save(name,'freq','HhamforceAve','Hhamforce','fs','TT')
save(name,'freq','Hhamforce','fs','TT', 'hamgood')
end

A.2. Aerodynamic Force Code
clear all
clc
close all
name=input('Open Name of Transer Function File \n', 's')
load(name)
dt=1/fs;
hamcal=0.01173; % Hammer Calibration in V/N
sencal=0.1095; % Force sensor calibration in V/N
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T=TT/fs; % Sample time of force reading
t=(-TT/2:TT/2-1)*dt;
%Read in Files
prompt1='Select Air Tests File Directory';
pathnameham=uigetdir(' ',prompt1);
hamfilelist=dir(pathnameham);
hamfiles={hamfilelist.name};
prompt2='Select Air Tests Files to Process';
hamselection=listdlg('PromptString',prompt2,'ListString',
hamfiles);
selectedhamfiles=hamfiles(hamselection);
hamfilenames=cellstr(selectedhamfiles);
hamnum=length(hamfilenames);

%Read in Data and compute the fft
hamgood=1.;
hambad=NaN;
for ham=1:hamnum
forcename=char(hamfilenames(ham));
forcefile=[pathnameham,'\',forcename];
forceData=importdata(forcefile);
hammer=forceData.data(:,1); % Column in hamdata.data with hammer
forceTime=forceData.data(:,2); % Column in hamdata.data with force
sensor
hammercal=hammer/(10*hamcal); % 10 is from gain. Currently needs to
be at 10 for a 10x gain.
hfz=mean(forceTime); % Remove DC gain.
forceTime=forceTime-hfz;
forceTimecal=forceTime/sencal;
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

figure(1)
plot(t,forceTimecal,'r')
title(forcename)
xlabel('Time (sec)')
ylabel('Force (N)')
grid on
pause
button=questdlg('Use Data?');

%if strcmp(button,'Yes')
ForceFreq(hamgood,:)=transform(forceTimecal); % Take fourier
transform using transform.m
hammertot(hamgood,:)=hammercal;
hamgood=hamgood+1.; % Increment counter
%
else
%
if isnan(hambad)
%
hambad=ham;
%
else hambad=[hambad,ham];
%
end
%
end
end
%Compute the Source
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hammercheck=mean(hammertot);
Sff=ForceFreq.*conj(ForceFreq); % Cross-Spectrum
avSff=mean(Sff);
%Hmag=Hhamforce.*conj(Hhamforce);
%Saa=avSff./Hmag; % Transfer function as a mean of all.
%AeroFreq=avSff./mean(conj(ForceFreq));
AeroFreq=avSff./Hhamforce.^2;
AeroTime=ifft(AeroFreq*TT/4,length(AeroFreq));
%Plot the Results
figure(2)
plot(freq(1:TT/2),20*log10(abs(AeroFreq(1:TT/2))),'r')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('20log(H)')
title('Magnitude of Source Spectrum')
figure(3)
plot(freq(1:TT/2),unwrap(angle(AeroFreq(1:TT/2))),'r')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Phase Angle (rad)')
title('Phase Angle of Source Spectrum')
%only for use with hammer impulses to check the effectivness of the
transfer fucntion
%
figure(4)
%
plot(t,AeroTime,'r',t,hammercheck,'b')
%
title('Deconvoluton of Force')
%
xlabel('Time (sec)')
%
ylabel('Force (N)')
%
legend('Deconvoluted Force','actual hammer')
%
grid on

pause
button=questdlg('Save Data?');
if strcmp(button,'Yes')
name=input('Name of Source Spectrum File \n', 's')
save(name,'freq','AeroFreq','fs','TT','Hhamforce')
end
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Appendix B: CAD Drawings
B.1. First Iteration FTS
Side Plate
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B.2. Second Iteration of Force Transfer System
Side Plate
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